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Abstract. A degenerate parabolic equation has been proposed by Robert and Somme-

ria to describe the relaxation towards a statistical equilibrium state for a two-dimensional

incompressible perfect fluid with a vortex patch as initial vorticity. In this paper, flows

obtained by numerical integration of the Robert-Sommeria equation over a long-time in-

terval are compared with those obtained for the Navier-Stokes equation at high Reynolds

number. A finite speed propagation for the extremal values of the vorticity is numerically

shown to hold for the Robert-Sommeria equation. A rigorous proof of this (fine) property

is also provided.

1. Introduction. The motion of a two-dimensional incompressible perfect fluid is

described by the Euler equation which, in the classical stream function-vorticity formu-

lation, reads as follows:

dui
— + div(wY x y) - 0. t, > 0, y € y.

Here t is time, y denotes a bounded domain in R2, u> = uj(t,y) is the vorticity and is

the corresponding stream function, obtained by solving the Laplace equation —Atp = ui

in y together with some appropriate boundary conditions. As time proceeds, the vor-

ticity exhibits rapid, local fluctuations at smaller and smaller scales, whereas large scale

structures (the so-called coherent structures) seem to emerge as t —> +oo. A statistical

equilibrium theory has been developed by Miller et al. [11] [12] and Robert et al. [14]-

[15] to explain the emergence of these coherent structures. According to this theory, a
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coherent structure is identified with a statistical equilibrium state, characterized by max-

imizing mixing entropy subject to constraints dictated by the conservation of circulation,

kinetic energy and generalized enstrophies (and also angular impulse, when y is a ball).

An efficient numerical method for solving the constrained maximum entropy problem has

been presented by Turkington et al. in [20] [21]. Their predictions based on statistical

equilibrium computations are consistent with the conclusions drawn from direct simu-

lations of high Reynolds' flows, at least for regimes with a high rate of relaxation into

equilibrium. In regimes with gradual relaxation, however, the computed statistical equi-

librium state may fail to emerge over the time interval of the computed evolution. Several

reasons may be invoked [21]: (i) there is a gap between the (long) time scale needed for

the relaxation and the (short) time scale over which direct simulations are performed, or

(ii) the accumulated effects of small-scale vorticity fluctuations (such as filamentation)

are lost by truncation in the direct simulation, or (iii) the equilibrium state obtained

when integrating the Navier-Stokes equation (instead of the Euler equation) over a long-

time interval is deeply altered by energy dissipation. A macroscopic evolution equation,

whose numerical integration over a sufficiently long time interval always leads to the

statistical equilibrium state, has been proposed by Robert and Sommeria in [16]. This

relaxation equation is a degenerate parabolic equation of diffusion-convection type. It

has been designed to conserve above constraints (in particular, the kinetic energy) and

to maximize at each time the production of entropy. It may serve as a model for the

dynamics of the macroscopic vorticity Co obtained from to by taking local mean value, i.e.,

uj(yQ) := limr_o 7r-1r~2/B ^,ijj{y)dy for any y0 £ y. Simulating Robert-Sommeria's

relaxation equation is particularly interesting, since it provides at the same time (i) the

(exact) statistical equilibrium state (over a relatively short time scale, when compared

with Navier-Stokes simulations), and (ii) a coarse-grained description of the relaxation

process towards the equilibrium state.

From now on, for computational convenience, we limit ourselves to the case where y is

a periodic domain, i.e., y = (R/Z)2 = (—5, \)2 with periodic boundary conditions in y\

and 1/25 and we assume that the initial vorticity cuo is made up of patches with n uniform

vorticity levels (ii. (To be brief, we shall say that uiq is a vortex patch.) The macroscopic

vorticity ui may be described in terms of a set of local probabilities pi{t,y), pn{t,y)

as follows:

u(t,y) = ^aiPi{t,y).

1=1

Here, Pi(t, y) > 0 for each i and ^Z,Pi{t,y) = 1, for all pairs (f, y). The stream function

xjj associated with Co is defined by

r -Ai' = u> in 3^, _ (1 ^
1 -0 is 1 —:-J:~ :  - —1 r ~ nV> is 1-periodic in yi,y2 and jytpdy = 0.

(Notice that the condition fyuj(y)dy = 0 has to be satisfied in order that ip be well-

defined.) V x xp = (d^/dy2, -dip/dyi) is the corresponding velocity field. Set u)2 :=
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a"iPi< A := v(uj2 — Co2) {u > 0 being some constant coefficient) and

f,, ■ Vu) A dy
/?:= J>_ _    (1.2)

Jy |V0|2(u;2 - LO2) Ady

Then the relaxation equation associated with the vortex patch u>o : y —> {ai, ...,an}

reads as follows (see [16], [17])

(RE n) ~ + div(p,V x xjj - A{Vpi - /3(Q - a,-)pjVt/>)) = 0, i =

Each pi is 1-periodic in 2/1,2/2 and it fulfills

,n \ r A(w0_1(oi)n5r(!i))
Pi 0,y) = hrn   

r^o A(Br(y))

for a.e. y G 3A where A denotes the Lebesgue measure. (Notice that Jy Cj(0, y) dy =

0 whenever Jy tuo(y) dy = 0.) We emphasize that the pi s (hence also lj, u>2, /I and

^) are functions of t and y, whereas the (inverse temperature) 0 depends only on t.

Since ^2jPi = 1, there are in fact only n — 1 unknown functions in (REn), namely

pi,...,pn-i. In this paper, attention will be focused on the simplest cases, namely

(RE2) (with a\ = I.CZ2 = —1) and (RE3) (with a,\ > 0, «2 < 0, <23 = 0). When n = 2,

u) = 2pi — 1 (e [—1,1]); hence, (RE2) may be rewritten as

dco
(RE2) — - fdiv((l — (D2)Vo)) + div(o)V x-ip) — vf3{uj) div((l — uj2)2S7ijj) = 0,

with the following expression for (3 obtained by integration by part

fv w2(l — %-) dy
r = : 3; y . n a

jy\vmi-*2)2dy

A rather complete theory for (RE2), including local existence and uniqueness for any

initial datum and global existence and asymptotic behavior for a large class of initial

data, has been carried out by the authors in [18]. This equation has not yet been

numerically simulated, contrary to (RE3) [17]. In this paper, we first test the validity of

this new model by means of numerical simulations compared with those using the Navier-

Stokes equation at high Reynolds number. Both the transient relaxation processes and

the final equilibrium states will be compared. Finally, the important issue of whether the

vorticity remains unchanged in the core of a patch will be investigated. In contrast to

what happens for the Navier-Stokes equation, a finite speed propagation for the extremal

values (namely ±1) of the vorticity occurs for (RE2), due to the degenerate diffusion term

div((l — lD2)Vlj). Given any patch where ujq = +1 (resp. u>o = —1), it means that the

value +1 (resp. —1) is still taken by in the core of the patch, at least for small

enough times. Numerical simulations will demonstrate that this property indeed occurs

for (RE2) (and that it fails to be true for the Navier-Stokes equation). A rigorous proof of

the finite speed propagation property will also be provided, for the sake of completeness.

The paper is outlined as follows. In Sec. 2, the main results pertaining to (RE2),

namely those in [18] and the finite speed propagation property (Theorem 2.4), are stated

without proof for the reader's convenience. The proof of the finite speed propagation
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property is given in Sec. 3. Numerical experiments involving (RE2), (RE3) or the Navier-

Stokes equation, and illustrating the long-time behavior or the finite speed propagation,

are collected in Sec. 4.

2. Basic theory for (RE2). We first introduce a few notations. For any n G N*,

let H™er(y) denote the usual Sobolev space of periodic functions; i.e., Hper(y) is the

completion of the space

C^r(y) ~ e C°°(R2); v(yi + 1 ,y2) = v (2/1,2/2) = v(y1,y2 + 1) Vy £ K2}

for the norm

IMI*-er(y) := ( I]
aGN2,|a|<n

For the sake of brevity we write H := L2(y), H := {v G H; jyv(y)dy = 0}. V :=

Hper(y) an(l V — V Ci H. V (resp. its dual space V') is endowed with the norm
1

IMIv = (fy \^v\2dv) 2 (resP- with the dual norm WfWv' = suP||«||^<i(/'u)v',v)- For

any T > 0, let W(0,T) denote the space {w G L2(0,T, V), dw/dt G L2(0.T,V')}

endowed with the Hilbertian norm

1

(dw \ 2

Hu;IIl2(o,t,v') II"fa

Notice that for any w G W{0, T), dw/dt G L2(0, T, V'), as well. The following functions

appear many times in what follows.

<p(x) := J (I-a2) da, S{x) := 1 ̂  ln(l + x) + 1 - - ln(l - x), i6[-l,l].

The next result, which combines [18, Thm. 1] and [18, Thm. 2], asserts the existence

and uniqueness of a variational solution for (RE2).

Theorem 2.1. Let ujq £ H be such that

— 1 < tio(y) < 1 f°r a-e- V G y and \0(u>o)\ < +oo. (2.1)

Then there exist a time T > 0 and a unique solution w G W(0, T) of the following

variational equation

( Vve L2(0, T, 1/), f0T<§., v)vy dt + _

1 u fo fy {Vv(^) - JuV x + - <D2)2VV'} • Vvdydt = 0

(/3 being defined by (1.3)), such that

ui(0,-)=u>o, (2.3)

— 1 < uj(t,y) < 1 for a.e. (t,y) G [0, T] x y (2-4)

and

0(u)(t)) is a (bounded) continuous function on [0,T]. (2.5)
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Oj is indeed a (weak) solution of (RE2), since (2.2) may be rewritten as

~ — i^div (V<p(d>)) + div (o>V x xp — vf3(uj)( 1 — <I>2)2V^) = 0 in L2(0, T, V'),

with (div u,v) — Jy u-Vvdy for u £ H x H, v € V. Furthermore, it is readily inferred

from (2.2) that the kinetic energy £(ui) (1/2) fyUi-tpdy — (1/2)||$||? = (l/2)||u>||^, is

a conserved quantity for the flow of (RE2), whereas the negative mixing entropy J (Co)

fyS(u>)dy is honincreasing. (See [18, Prop. 1] for the details.)

Remark 2.2. Since W(0, T) is continuously embedded in C([0, T], H), it follows from

(2.4) that Co £ C([0,T], Lp(y)) for any p £ [2, +oo) and that < 1 for every

t £ [0, T).

Let tI>o £ H be such that (2.1) is fulfilled. A map Co : [0,T") x y —► R (with 0 <

T' < +oo) will be called a solution of (RE2) issuing from Coq if, for any T £ (0, T'),

W|(0T] € W(0,T) and (2.2)-(2.5) hold true. Thanks to Theorem 2.1, for any CoQ £ H

fulfilling (2.1) there exists a unique solution Co of (RE2) issuing from Cjq and defined on a

right-maximal interval of existence [0, Tmax) (with 0 < Tmax < +oo). The issue whether

Tmax = +°° for every Coq £ H fulfilling (2.1) is open at the present time. Nevertheless,

we may define a family of subsets (14p.e)p>2 o<e<i H such that Tmax = +oo whenever

u)o £ UP;E for some pair (p,e). More precisely, for any p £ (2, +oo) and any e £ (0,1),

I4p,e is given by

UPiB := |a) e H; < 1 and £(u>) > J(Cj)l+p |,

where

Due to the conservation of the kinetic energy and the decrease of the negative entropy,

Uv_e is invariant by the flow of (RE2). It may be seen that its interior in L°° H H (for

the L°° norm) is nonempty. The introduction of Up E is motivated by the following result

[18]:

Theorem 2.3. Let p > 2, 0 < e < 1 and u;0 E I4p,e- Then

[ (1 -ul)-\VM2 dy > e\\^o\\\r
Jy

As a consequence, Tmax = +oo and |/3(d>(i))| < (3e£(uio)) 1 for all t > 0. Besides, if

(tn)n>o is any sequence such that 0 < tn /" +oo, then there exist a subsequence (infc)fc>o

and a function Co £ C^r(y) (a Gibbs state) fulfilling

Co = tanli ( - + C) (2.6)

(where C £ K is some constant and t/' denotes the stream function associated with w),

and such that, as k —> +oo,

u(tnk,-) —> Co in H,

P(u(tnk)) P(u).
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Assume now that u>0 = 1 (hence loq = 1) on some open ball BPo(yo) c R2. Since

the statistical equilibrium state to that the system is likely to reach fulfills the Gibbs

relation (2.6) (hence ||u>||(y) < 1), we infer that the level set {ii = 1} shrinks and

disappears on account of mixing of vorticity over time. Numerical experiments show

that this process is gradual, not instantaneous. In other words, the border of the level

set {Co = 1} propagates with a finite speed. Surprisingly enough, this property may be

demonstrated by following a method developed by Antontsev et al. (see [6]. [1], [2] and

[9]), which rests on some differential inequality for a local energy.

Theorem 2.4. Let Coq be such that (2.1) is fulfilled and iI>o(?y) = —1 (resp. Coo{y) = 1)

for all y in some ball Bpo(yo). Let u) : [0,Tmax) —> R denote the solution of (RE2)

issuing from ujq. Then there exist a time T* G (0,Tmax) and a continuous function

p : [0,T*] —> (0,+oo) with p(0) = po and such that Co(t.y) = —1 (resp. Co(t.y) = 1) a.e.

in {{t,y); 0 < t < T*, y e Bp(t)(yQ)\.

The interested reader is referred to the next section for a rigorous proof of Theorem

2.4.

Remark 2.5. The fact that the disappearance of the level sets {Co = ±1} is gradual

prevents us from using (for small times) the following estimate for (i{Co), which holds true

for some constant C > 0 and for any Co G H:

\m\ < ]pp~ / (1 - Co2)~2dy.
IMIf. Jy

3. Proof of Theorem 2.4. The proof combines the smoothing procedure developed

in [18, Proof of Prop. 2] and the trick used by Galiano in [9, Proof of Thm. 2.1] to handle

the convection term. (Here, the problematic convection term in (RE2) is div(wV x xjj).)

We assume that uo(y) — — 1 for all y G BPo(yo). (The proof is the same when a>o = 1

on Bpo(yo).) In what follows, we shall write B, for Br(yo) and we shall omit the bars

over to and ip, for the sake of simplicity. Fix T G (0. TJnax), and set () := (0, T) x y. For

any function v = v(t,y) in Ll(Q) and for any h G (0.Tmax — T), we set

1 fi+h
v {t, y) := — J v(r,y) dr for a.e. (t, y) G Q.

Set u = V x ip and

F(lo) : = — div(u; u) + v[3 (w)div((l — w2)2V'0)

= — Vlo ■ u — v/?(a;)(4a;(l — u;2)Vlj • + (1 — oo2)2uj).

Then u G C([0. T], Wn-p{y)2) for every 1 < p < +oo (hence u G C([0,T] x 3^,E2)),

F(lo) G L2(Q) and we readily infer from (2.2) that

flu.h
— - i;Atp(u>)h = F(co)h in L2(Q), (3.1)
at

and that <p{uj)h G L2(0, T, H2(y)). Let

a > sup |u(t, y)\ (3.2)
(i,a)6[o,T]xy
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and let e £ (0, min(po, 2aT)) be fixed. For every p € [e,po] and every t G (0,e/(2a)) we

set

^ = ~P(t,p) := {{T,y); 0 <r<t, \y - yo\ < p - ar}.

Adding Vu/1 ■ u to both sides of (3.1), multiplying each term of the equation by ip(uh)

and integrating on V(t,p) yields

ffv (lIT + Vu;h ' u)tp(u;h)dydT - v ffv A<p{uj)h<p(u;h) dy dr ( .
= ff-p (Vujh ■ u + F(co)h)(p(ujh) dydr.

Let us introduce

:= Jo a^~1y^da for s e <^([—i, i]) = [0, ̂ ]-

Since ((/?_1)'((t) ~ 2_1cr~5 as a —> 0+, we get for some constants Ci,C*2 >0

C\si < g(s) < C2si for 0 < s < -■ (3.4)

On the other hand, setting 6h = g o ip o uh, we readily get

^ = ip(u)h)~^jr and V6h = <p(uh)S7iJh.

Hence, applying the divergence theorem to the vector field 0^(1, u) in the domain V C

ffv + Vujh ' u)v{uh)dydT = ffp (^ + V0h ■ u) dydr

fdP 1

lt xlj, we get

= fav 0h(nt + u -nx) dH2,

where (nt,nx) denotes the unitary outward normal vector to the boundary dV of V and

TL2 denotes the (2-dimensional) Hausdorff measure on K3. Obviously,

dV = {0}xBPU \J {r} x dB^aT U {t} x Bp-at =: V(0) U <:),V U V(t)
0 <T<t

and

f (-1.0) ^ on-P(o),
(nt,nx)=l (1 + a2)"3 (a, A) on diV,

1(1,0) on p,„.

Since nt + u • nx = (1 + a2)~2 (Q + (u • x)/\x\) > 0 on diV (by (3.2)), we get

JJv + Vujk 'n)v{uh)dydt > 0h\T=tdy — J^ 6h\T=0dy

On the other hand, by Green's identity,

— ffp Aip(uj)hip(ujh) dy dr

= ffrV<S>(UJ)h ' Vip(ujh) dydr - f* fgg _^(V(p{uj)h ■ n)ip(u>h) dHldr,
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where n denotes the unitary outward normal vector to the circle 0Bp-aT C R and TLl

denotes the (1-dimensional) Hausdorff measure 011 R2. A11 application of the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality yields

So fdBp-aT(Vv(")h ■ n) <p(u;h)dH1dT\

<
(3.6)

(/o foBp_aT \Vv{u)h?dHld?) 2 (/o J0Bp_aT ^h)2dHldr^2 ■

Let us introduce for all h G (0, Trnax — T), all t G (0, {e/2a)\ and all p G [e,Po]

Eh — Eh(t, p) := fjv\Vp(u)h)\2 dydr,

bh =bh(t,p) := maxr€[0it] JB/>_ar\<p(uh)\*(T,y)dy.

(It is easily seen that <p{ioh) G C([0, T], Li (3^)), hence bh is well defined.) We use now the

following interpolation-trace result by Diaz-Veron [6, Cor. 2.1]: There exists a constant

C3 > 0 such that for every r G (O.po) and every v G H1(Br)

IH|LHdBr) <C-S (||Vu||L2(Br) +r"3||v||L3(s^|8 l^ll®3(s

Then we get (using also the Holder inequality)

So fdBp.aT ¥>(<"*) Wdr

< Of /< (||Vyj(wh)||La(B ) + (|)-5||^)|| 3 )5 . IM^)|| VR . dr
^ <.Dp-ar) L 2 (Bp — aT )

< eg (So (IIv^)IIl2(w)

+ (v~*ii<p(vh)iiL§(Bp_nr))2 dry ■ Muh)\\\(B^d^

<Ci(2Eh + 2t(Z)-iblf(tblyi
< Cj{2Eh + 2T(§ )-H\ ■ bh)g ti (Eh + bh)*

<C2tl (Eh+bh) I

(3.7)
for some positive constant C4 = Ci(e, T, po). (Recall that tp takes its values in [0, |],

hence b£ < Const.) We infer from (3.3)-(3.7) that for all h G (0, Tmax — T), all p G [e, po\

and all t G (0, s/(2a)],

JBp_at Oh\r=tdy - fB/ 0h\r=ody + vffv S7^>{u)h ■ V<p(wh)dydT

<vC4tT5(Eh + bh)Ts (fo fgBp_or\Vtp{u>)h\2d'HldTy (3-8)

+ jfv (WuJh ■ u + F(bj)h)ip(u>h) dydr-

Letting h —» 0+ in (3.8), and using the fact that uj G L2(Q,T,V) fl C([0,T],L%(y)) n

L°°{Q), we readily get that for all t G (0,e/(2a)) and for a.e. p G [e.po],

°W=tdy ~ 0 + uSSv\V<p(uj)\2dydT

<vCitTs(E + b)T* (fo faBp_ar \V<p(uj)l2dH1dT') 2 (3-9)

— ffp v/3(lo) (4a;(1 — oj2)Vw • \7ip + (1 — o;2)2o;)ip(a;) dy dr,
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where 9 : = g o ip o lo and

E =E(t,p) := J'Jv\Vtp{uj)\2 dydr,

b = b(t, p) := maxr€[0it]/Bp_aT \<p(u)\% (r,y) dy.

(According to Remark 2.2, the map r i—> fB \(p(u))\i (r,y) dy is continuous.) Notice

that for every t £ (0, e/(2a))

75— = [ [ \Vip(u>)\2 dH1 dr for a.e. p € [e, po]. (3.10)
dP •/() J dBp-aT

On the other hand,

| ffp 4i/f3(u>)u>(l — u>2)Vuj ■ Vip <p(w) dy dr\

= 4v\ ffv /3(w)u)ip(u>)Vip(aj) ■ Vipdydrj

^ v (ffp lv</>MI2 dydr)2 • (ffv 16/3(w)2u}2(p(u})2\Vi/j\2 dy dr)2

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Noticing that for any (r, y) € (0, T) x y

|VV>(t,?/)| = |u(r,y)| < a, (3.11)

we get

| ffv 4v(3(u>)u>(l — w2)Vw • SJij,np(u) dy dr\

< §{§ + 32||/3|||/OO(0 r)or2 //p cp(c^)i ip(w)i rfydr} (3.12)

< +

for C5 := (32/\/3) ^a2||/3||^oo(0 t)■ Finally, observing that (1 + to)2 = 3<p(w)(2 — w)_1 we

obtain

\ffvv(3(uj){l -uj2)2ujip(u)dydT\ < 3 v ||/31U°°(o,r) ffp (1~2-lH<PH2 dyd-r ^ ^
<C6tb,

for some constant Cq > 0. Combining (3.4) and (3.9)-(3.13) we get

1

C\ j \ip(uj)\2 (t,y) dy + uE < —E + (C5 + Ce)tb + uC^t16 (E + b)16 (^~q^

Since E, b and OE/dp are nondecreasing functions of t, we get

1

Cib+vE <2{^E + (C5 + C&)tb + i;C4t&(E + b)& }>

hence there exist to £ (0,e/(2a)) and C7 > 0 such that for all t € (0,to), it holds that

7 7 3 BE
E% < (E + b)i < C-j f® —- for a.e. p 6 [£,pol- (3-14)

op

Fix t e (0, to). Let p* denote the last p € [e, po] f°r which E(t,p) — 0. (We set p* — e

if E(t,p) > 0 for all p e [e.po].) Assume p* < po and pick any p e (p*, Po)■ Integrating

(3.14) w.r.t. p on (p, po), we obtain

Po — p < 8 C-j t* (E* (t, po) — E»(t,p)) < 8C7 E* (to, po)t&,
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hence p > po — Cgti for some constant Cg > 0. In any case p* > po — Cgti. Let

t\ — min(i0, ((p0 - £)/Cs)3 )• Then for any t G (0, ti), E(t., •) = 0 in [e, p0 - C8 £s] (and

the same property holds true for dE/dp and then for b(t, •) by (3.14)). It follows that

[ {[ I^MIHt,y)dy)dt< [ b(t,p0-Csti)dt = 0.
J o -IB 3 Jo

(Po-c8f 8 )-«*

Finally, ip(u>) = 0 ■£=> lo = —1, so the proof of Theorem 2.4 is completed by setting

p(t) := po ~ C&ts — at and choosing T* < t\ in such a way that p(T*) > 0.

4. Numerical experiments. In the following numerical simulations the domain y

is (—7r,7r)2 instead of ( —1,|)2.

4.1. Initial states. Four initial data will be considered here.

• In the first set of numerical experiments (corresponding to Figures 1, 2, and 5),

the initial vorticity ujq is defined by

1 in the squares (—ir, 0) x (0,7r) and (0,7r) x (—7r,0),

elsewhere;
uo(y) = |

• In the second one (Figures 3, 4, 6, and 7), wo is defined by

!a\ in the ellipse yf/ri + y\tr\ <
a<2 in the annulus r| < y\ + y\ < r\,

0 elsewhere.

Since the mean value of loq on y must be zero the parameters ai, 02, ?"i,^2,/"3,

fulfill a\r\T2 = 0,2 (r% — rV)- We shall take <22 = r\ = 0.5, V2 = 0.3, =

0.65, r4 = 1;

• I11 the third set of numerical experiments (Figures 8, 9, and 10), uj0 is defined by

1 in the disk y\ + y\ < r'o,

— 1 in the annulus r2 < y\ + y\ < 4r%,

<+>0 (y) = 1 in the annulus 4r2 < y\ + y\ < 9r§,

— 1 in the annulus 9rg <y\ + y\ < r2,

0 elsewhere.

The parameters ro,ri have to satisfy n = ro\/l2. We shall take ro = 0.25;

• In the last one (Figures 11 and 12), u>o is defined by

/ 1 in the disk yf + y\ < rg,

0 \ — 1 elsewhere.

The only possible value for ro is ro = s/2tt.

Notice that the two first initial data are not axially symmetric, so we do not need

to destabilize the system: The mixing process leads quickly enough to the final struc-

ture. Notice also that |d>o| = 1 a.e. (hence \(3(ujq)\ = +00) in the first and in the

last experiments. To overcome this problem, the simulation of (RE2) for these initial

data is preceded by a Navier-Stokes simulation over a (very) short-time interval (a few

iterations), in order to produce a bit of mixing.
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4.2. Numerical features. Due to the periodic boundary conditions, we use for the

spatial discretization a classical pseudo-spectral method. The time discretization scheme

is a third order Adams-Bashforth scheme. The same numerical treatment is applied

both to Navier-Stokes equations and to the relaxation equations (RE2) and (RE3).

The additional nonlinear terms in the relaxation equations are evaluated by means of

pseudo-spectral transform methods, the aliasing error being removed by using a discrete

transform with 3iV/2 points, where N denotes the mesh points number. Since the typical

velocity and width for the observed vorticitv are unitary, lie = 1 /v is the actual Reynolds

number in Navier-Stokes equations. Attention has now to be paid to the (degenerate)

viscosity term in the relaxation equations. We know that it can vanish at some places,

and we may wonder if this causes numerical instabilities. Actually, this does not occur

here: The variable coefficient (namely, (1 — w2) for (RE2)) vanishes only where the flow

has no tendency to develop small-scale oscillations. Elsewhere, oscillations are smoothed

out thanks to the viscosity term. Nevertheless, numerical filters (see [22]) will be applied

to the solution in order to properly handle the initial vorticity discontinuity The value

of the coefficient v (in (RE2) or (RE3)) is taken as in [17]. Recall that beyond some value

(10^2 or 10~3 in our examples), the numerical results for the relaxation equations are

quite indistinguishable and very similar to those obtained for the Navier-Stokes equation.

We shall take the greatest value of the coefficient v for which this property holds true.

The spatial resolution is adapted to the above choice of parameters. The Navier-Stokes

simulations with Re = 5000 require 512 grid points in each direction, whereas for the

relaxation equations (RE2), (RE3) (with a larger coefficient v), only 128 grid points (in

each direction) are needed. The corresponding time step which guarantees numerical

stability is At = 0.001.

4.3. Description of the results and comments. The evolution of the flow is represented

by successive snapshots of the vorticity field at different times, in 2D for the two first

experiments and in 3D for the third experiment. In each simulation we observe that,

after an intricate mixing process, the system stabilizes into a final equilibrium state which

depends only on the initial datum. In the first numerical experiment (four squares), the

system reaches a steady ^-independent structure which is a parallel shear layer (Figures

1 and 2). This equilibrium state proves to be almost completely homogeneous in the

U2—direction and indicates a great mixing for the vorticity.

The second experiment is concerned with the formation of a t.ripolar coherent struc-

ture. This example has been already studied both numerically ([3], [4], [13]) and ex-

perimentally ([7], [23]). In each simulation, we observe that the final state has a steady

configuration in a rotating reference frame (see Figures 3 and 4).

In these two experiments we observe that the results obtained with the relaxation

equations ((RE2) or (RE3)) are in complete agreement with those obtained with the

Navier-Stokes equation. However, a loss of about 50% of the kinetic energy and a diffusion

of the final structure are observed in Navier-Stokes direct simulations, whereas the overall

loss of energy does not exceed 6% for the relaxation equations. The final state in each

simulation may be analyzed by representing each point of the computation grid on a

scatter plot with abscissa tp and ordinate w. Recall that for a stationary solution of the

Euler equation all these points have to collapse on a curve or a set of curves. When
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<x>o = ±1, it follows from (2.6) that a straight, line has to be obtained when plotting

lnjr^ versus tp. The agreement is very good inside the region of significant vorticity

mixing (Fig. 5). In the case of the tripolar structure (Figures 6 and 7), the graph to

versus 4' may be analyzed as the superposition of two curves. It indicates that there is a

maximum entropy state not in the whole domain X but only in a bounded subdomain.

Indeed, if we restrict ourselves to the tripolar structure, the branch containing the zero

level disappears. In this experiment, the computed final structure results both from the

tendency of the system to maximize the entropy functional and from the dynamics, which

tends to freeze the system into some local Gibbs state.

The aim of the third experiment is to compare numerical simulations using (RE2)

(two levels, ±1), (RE3) (three levels, —1,0,1) or the Navier-Stokes equation. The final

state obtained with (RE2) does not coincide with the one provided by (RE3) (or by the

Navier-Stokes equation). (See Figures 8, 9, and 10.) This is not surprising, since in the

simulation using (RE2) the level 0 is viewed as a microscopic mixing of the levels —1 and

1, whereas for this initial datum there is actually no mixing of vorticity in y. Therefore,

only the numerical integration of (RE3) is meaningful in this case.

In the last experiment we are concerned with the finite speed propagation for the

extremal values of the vorticity. Here, the initial vorticity is assumed to take the value 1

on a ball centered at the origin, and the value —1 elsewhere. Successive snapshots of the

level set {a; = 1 (±10~3)} are provided both for the relaxation equation (RE2) (Fig. 11)

and for the Navier-Stokes equation at high Reynolds number (Fig. 12). For the relaxation

equation the set {ui = 1} has a "core-halo" structure. The core is a small white spot

centered at the origin. It is surrounded by a low density halo, with an empty interior.

The white spot gradually shrinks and disappears at t — T* = 0.25 s. This is in complete

agreement with the prediction given in Theorem 2.4, namely the fact that the origin

belongs to the interior of the set {ui = 1} for small positive times. It means that the

value —1 of the microscopic vorticity (us) propagates with a finite speed in Bv^:(0). This

does not occur with the Navier-Stokes equation, even at high Reynolds number. Indeed,

the level set {u; = 1} proves to have an empty interior for t > 0.1s in Navier-Stokes

simulation. It means that the mixing process occurs everywhere (even in the core of

the patch) from the beginning. Notice that the set {u> = 1} in Navier-Stokes simulation

turns out to be empty from t = 0.1 s if we pick the same coefficient v as the one in the

simulation of (RE2) (namely v = 10 2, instead of v = 1/2000 = 5.10~4).

4.4. Conclusion. The relaxation equations can describe accurately the large scale mo-

tion without having to explicitly handle the small scales. The statistical mechanics take

into account the small scale "chaos'" produced by the dynamics of Euler equations. In

the case of an initial condition with n vorticity levels, the statistical theory predicts

that, after some complex transient mixing, the flow tends towards a steady state which

is characterized by a simple relationship between vorticity and stream function. The

relationship w = f{ip) for the final state provided by the different numerical simulations

is in very good agreement with the Gibbs state relationship predicted by the theory, in

regions where significant mixing between the initial vorticity levels occurs. Besides, we

observe through these different examples a striking agreement between the computed

flows for (REn) and the flows obtained from high-Reynolds number Navier-Stokes direct
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t= 500 s

Fig. 1. Successive snapshots of the vorticity field; (RE2), v — 10

t= 1300 s

Fig. 2. Successive snapshots of the vorticity field; Navier-Stokes,

Re = 5000
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t= 8 s

Fig. 3. Successive snapshots of the vorticity field; (RE3), v = 10

Fig. 4. Successive snapshots of the vorticity field; Navier-Stokes,

Re = 5000
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Fig. 5. lny^; versus tp\ (RE2), u = 10

Streom function ^

Fig. 6. Vorticity versus stream function; (RE3), v — 10

Streom function y

Fig. 7. Vorticity versus stream function; Navier-Stoke-s, Re = 5000

simulations. The acceptable value for the coefficient u in the variable viscosity term in

(REn) is larger than the viscosity coefficient needed for Navier-Stokes computations in
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the vorticity field in 3D; (RE2), v = 10— m-3

P^IG. 9. Evolution of the vorticity field in 3D; (RE3), u = 10

Fig. 10. Evolution of the vorticity field in 3D; Navier-Stokes, Re = 6000

order to provide the same final coherent structure. It allows us to win computational

time through the choice of the spatial resolution and the time step.

The computations have been performed on the CRAY2 of the C.C.V.R. at Palaiseau

and on a DEC Alpha 21 162 workstation at the Laboratory of Numerical Analysis of the

University of Lyon 1.
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Fig. 11. Successive snapshots of the level set {uj = 1}; (RE2), v = 10
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Fig. 12. Successive snapshots of the level set {cj = 1}; Navier-Stokes,

Re = 2000
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